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Educated and motivated software engineer, quick to ramp up with any existing 
development platform and perform design, coding, debugging and testing 
application and system software. Excellent interpersonal as well as 
communication skills and enjoys a high pressure team environment.

FEBRUARY 2007 – DECEMBER 2009
IOS ARCHITECT/LEAD DEVELOPER - ABC CORPORATION

 Optimized and scaled the companys main product for a large number of 
concurrent users.

 Ensured the applications high availability and stability.
 Audited the codebase for potential security vulnerabilities.
 Automated manual processes to improve developer productivity and reduce 

errors.
 Developed and architected Exemption Certificate Management (vCert) webapp 

from the ground up.
 It grew to become the companys main product, used by big clients, such as 

Intuit and Apple.
 Developed web service for generating PDF exemption certificates (using Java 

web stack) that was fast, robust, and selfhealing.

2002 – 2007
LEAD DEVELOPER - ABC CORPORATION

 Infosys Limited Client Apple Inc.
 Technologies Objective-C, Cocoa, and Apache Thrift, Mac OSX Description 

Moderation Tool is used by Apple Social Monitoring team to moderate support 
communities post coming in different languages.

 It is integrated with the Jive Platform to get all the user posts and Moderators 
take action on each post.

 Based on their decision either the posts are published in support communities 
portal or rejected with proper notification to user.

 Responsibilities Lead Developer Analysed and programmed various complex 
modules leading to multiple successful deliveries.

 Involved in requirement analysis, estimation, design, and review Prepared 
requirement specification and user playback.

 Steering group meetings with project stakeholders.
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EDUCATION

M.S. in Computer Science - 2010(San Diego State University)

SKILLS

Linux, Linux.
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